Combitube advantages

The esophageal-tracheal Combitube (ETC; Tyco-Healthcare-Nellcor, Pleasanton, Calif) has multiple advantages and can be used by virtually any provider, independent of level of training or expertise (Table 1).

- **Use by personnel untrained in airway management.** The ease of use of the ETC has been reconfirmed recently. The ETC can facilitate prompt and effective airway management from the prehospital setting through admission to the emergency department and beyond. When tracheal intubation is difficult or impossible, due to lack of equipment or expertise, the ETC can control and protect the airway of an unconscious patient who is at risk of airway obstruction (Figure 1).

In a prospective study, nurses untrained in tracheal intubation accomplished blind insertion and ventilation with the ETC faster than physicians skilled in performing tracheal intubation using direct laryngoscopy. The ability of personnel untrained in direct laryngoscopy and tracheal intubation to rapidly acquire the skill necessary to use the ETC is a major advantage.

- **Decreased risk of pulmonary aspiration.** The ETC also minimizes the risk of pulmonary aspiration. The 2-tube, 2-cuff design aids in protecting the airway from gastric contents, blood, and debris. In the esophageal position, the unused tracheal (distal) lumen decreases the risk of aspiration by immediately decompressing the stomach and providing a route for evacuation of gastric fluid and small particulate matter. Investigators in a large prehospital study (n = 831) reported that the small number of patients in their study who had signs of pulmonary aspiration at autopsy was in accordance with the growing body of evidence on the safety of the ETC with regard to aspiration. In addition, the stomach can be directly suctioned through port No. 2 (Figure 2) in the esophageal position with the suction catheter that is packaged with the ETC. The ETC helps prevent aspiration by sealing the esophagus instead of the trachea. In the tracheal position, it seals like an endotracheal tube (ETT).

- **Sealing capacity of the ETC during general anesthesia.**...
Studies during general anesthesia in fasting patients have confirmed the superior sealing capacity of the ETC in the esophageal position. An airtight seal was maintained at airway pressures of up to 30 cm of H2O during peritoneal carbon dioxide inflation and steep Trendelenburg position. Several of these studies demonstrated the superior sealing capacity of the ETC while using less than the recommended volume of air in the oropharyngeal cuff. To date, only 1 study stands in contrast to studies by Hartmann et al, Urtubia et al, and Hoerauf et al with regard to airway sealing with the ETC. In a study by Mercer, 2 (7%) of 27 patients with methylene blue instilled into their mouths after ETC insertion showed tracheal soiling after ETC extubation. Frass et al also reported airtight sealing of the device in a review of 500 cases. Even though the studies by Hartmann et al, Urtubia et al and Hoerauf et al substantiate the superior sealing capability of the ETC at lower cuff volumes, it remains essential to use the manufacturer's recommended cuff-inflation volumes for the Combitube, 100 mL, and Combitube small adult (SA), 85 mL, to seal the proximal oropharyngeal cuff in emergency situations. This will help ensure that maximal sealing is achieved and minimize the risk of pulmonary aspiration.

### Table 1. Advantages of the esophageal-tracheal Combitube (ETC)

- Advantageous with patients in whom manipulation of the cervical spine is hazardous or impossible (trauma, suspected cervical spine injury, rheumatoid arthritis)
- Aspiration protection comparable to tracheal intubation
- Can be inserted using a blind technique or a laryngoscope
- Can be used by persons untrained in tracheal intubation who are responsible for ventilating the patient before the arrival of trained individuals (ie, first responders)
- Controlled mechanical ventilation possible at high ventilation pressures
- Neck flexion unnecessary; neutral head position best
- No preparation of ETC necessary; tube and syringes ready to use
- Noninvasive compared with cricothyrotomy
- Placement and fixation secure and simultaneous after inflation of oropharyngeal cuff
- Provides airway control for failed intubation due to lack of skill, equipment limitations, or anatomical abnormality in patients who cannot be intubated or mask ventilated
- Provides rescue of a failed intubation secondary to an unexpected difficult airway
- Quick and easy-to-use emergency airway device
- Superior sealing of the airway
- Tracheal (rare) and esophageal (common) placement work equally well
- Use by persons previously trained in tracheal intubation who have infrequent opportunity to maintain their skills
- Useful whenever access to the patient's head is difficult (eg, confined space rescue situation)
- Ventilation with the ETC in the esophageal position produces higher plasma oxygen tensions than in patients ventilated with tracheal tubes
- Well suited for use with obese patients

![Figure 1. The esophageal-tracheal Combitube (Tyco-Healthcare-Nellcor, Pleasanton, Calif) (Used with permission from Frass et al.)](image-url)
• Ventilation capacity of the ETC. Evidence also exists that the ETC facilitates lung ventilation compared with that provided with an ETT. Studies have shown it to be adequate for lung ventilation during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and adequate for mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit and during tracheotomy. In addition, patients ventilated via an esophageally placed ETC generated a higher arterial oxygen tension (\(P_{aO_2}\)) than patients ventilated with a correctly placed ETT under identical ventilation parameters. It is surmised that the higher \(P_{aO_2}\) is caused by a smaller inspiratory rising pressure, the formation of a small auto positive end expiratory pressure, and a slightly prolonged exhalation phase, which is attributed to the small pharyngeal perforations (side ports or ventilating eyes) in the esophageal (proximal) lumen of the ETC. In contrast with the Proseal laryngeal mask airway or LMA (LMA North America, San Diego, Calif) and laryngeal tube, Hartmann et al reported that ventilatory support and sealing capacity of up to 30 cm of H\(_2\)O were sufficient only in the ETC and tracheal tube in 100% of patients having laparoscopic surgery. In addition, airway pressures during ventilation up to 50 cm of H\(_2\)O using the ETC were described by Frass et al. An initial study that evaluated the ability of rural paramedics to use the ETC as a primary or rescue airway confirmed that one of the most important factors for successful ETC insertion is comprehensive training and continuing education. The low level of successful insertion (64% as a rescue device for failed intubation and 71% as a primary airway device) was attributed to training flaws in regard to ETC insertion angle, depth of insertion, and cuff inflation sequence. Poststudy analysis revealed that had more initial training been applied to these 3 key points, all but 1 of the failed 16 insertions probably would have been successful.

A study involving 500 emergency medical technicians (EMTs) trained in defibrillation with no intubation skills (receiving only manikin training) showed an overall successful ETC insertion rate of 79% despite only 195 patients in cardiac arrest during an 18-month period. Lefrancois and Dufour studied 831 blind ETC insertions by prehospital EMTs trained in defibrillation (no intubation skills) and reported a successful placement rate of 95.4% with a successful ventilation rate of 91.4%. Of the 25 reported cases of inadequate ventilation (3.0% of 831), 16 were a result of the wrong ETC port being used for ventilation (1.9% of 831). The reliability and efficacy of the homemade, syringe-type esophageal detector device that was used to determine the correct port through which to ventilate was not discussed by the authors. The device was fashioned from parts not designed to be used as an esophageal detector device. A loose fit in any of the homemade esophageal detector device’s 4 connecting parts could have decreased the necessary sealing capability and potentially allowed easy aspiration of air through port No. 2, even with the ETC in the esophageal position (eg, creation of a false-positive). Whether or not this was a contributory factor in selecting the wrong port for ventilation is indeterminable.

Another prospective study demonstrated the ability of flight nurses (receiving only didactic and videotape
instruction along with manikin training) to successfully insert the ETC after 2 or more failed attempts at rapid-sequence intubation in patients with mandible fractures, facial trauma, and/or traumatic brain injury. All ETC insertions were successful, and no patient died as a result of failure to control the airway.33

Investigators in another prehospital study found the ETC to have fewer problems and greater efficacy than the pharyngeal tracheal lumen airway (PTLA), the LMA, and the oral airway–mask when used by EMTs during prehospital cardiorespiratory arrest. In addition, the overall rate of successful insertion and adequate ventilation was higher with the ETC group (86% successful insertion rate), despite the fact that some of the EMTs had received training on the LMA in the operating room but only manikin training with the ETC.30 The ETC group had a lower mean PaCO₂, a higher PaO₂, and a higher mean exhaled volume30 than the PTLA, LMA, and oral airway–mask groups. In contrast with the LMA and PTLA groups, no patients experienced aspiration in the ETC group. EMTs rated the ETC best in overall performance and adequacy of airway patency and ventilation compared with the PTLA, LMA, and oral airway–mask. The ETC was associated with the fewest problems with ventilation and was the most preferred by a majority of EMTs.30 In a retrospective study of 12,020 cases of nontraumatic cardiac arrest, Tanigawa and Shigematsu32 found the ETC to have a better first attempt insertion rate (82.4%) than either the esophageal gastric tube airway or the LMA.

The ETC was effective when used by paramedics as a rescue airway in 16 of 17 failed rapid-sequence intubations in a study involving trauma patients with severe head injuries meeting criteria for rapid-sequence intubation (n = 114).36

A recent case report demonstrated easy insertion of the ETC in a trapped patient. Confined space and oropharyngeal bleeding prevented tracheal intubation and necessitated ETC insertion through the open windshield of the car. The ETC facilitated airway control and maintenance of continuous positive-pressure ventilation during extrication of the patient12 (Figure 3).

The most recent prehospital study evaluated a
physician-only urban emergency medical service and confirmed the value of the ETC for airway control when direct laryngoscopy and intubation were impossible (5/83 [6%]). However, the authors also reported 2 cases in which the ETC did not work as a first choice airway (2/89 [2%]). The study highlighted the value of the ETC when access to the patient’s head is limited. In addition, the authors reported no difference between epinephrine administered into the esophagus via tracheal port No. 2 of the ETC at 10 times the standard dose and that instilled through a tracheal tube at the standard dose. However, further study is necessary before these results are applied to use of the ETC for drug administration.

- **Potential use for combat casualties.** The ETC could prove to be of benefit for the airway management of combat casualties. A recent study demonstrated the value of lecture, videotape, and manikin training for advanced airway management by combat corpsmen. The simplicity of the ETC in combination with the self-inflating bulb could provide a viable rescue ventilation option for combat casualties.

- **Exchange of the ETC for a definitive airway.** After resolving the critical airway event, the esophageally placed ETC usually is exchanged for a definitive airway in most patients. However, ventilatory support can be withdrawn gradually if adequate spontaneous ventilation returns and the patient's condition permits. When extubation criteria are confirmed, the mouth is suctioned and the oropharyngeal cuff is deflated completely, while the distal cuff remains inflated. The patient then can breathe around the ETC. Supplemental oxygen should be continued as required. Once criteria for extubation are confirmed, the distal cuff is deflated and the ETC is removed with continuous suctioning via the open-ended tracheal lumen No. 2.

Neuromuscular blockade, sedation, or both are indicated if the patient becomes alert or agitated during effective ETC-facilitated ventilation but does not meet criteria for extubation. If an extended period of ventilatory support is expected, the ETC must be exchanged for a definitive airway. After several hours of ETC ventilation, venous stasis and swelling of the tongue may be noted. This complication usually is harmless and resolves soon after ETC removal in most patients (A. Ovassapian, oral communication, 1994). To minimize swelling during extended use, the volume of the oropharyngeal cuff should remain inflated with an amount necessary to just maintain an airtight seal.

The ETC can be exchanged for a conventional ETT using direct laryngoscopy, fiberoptic-assisted oral intubation, fiberoptic-assisted nasal intubation, percutaneous dilational tracheotomy, or a surgical airway. Caution should be used when attempting to exchange the ETC using blind percutaneous needle tracheotomy because accidental transtracheal needle aspiration of free air from the distal cuff of the ETC in the esophagus can be misinterpreted as proper tracheal positioning of the needle.

During ETC exchange, the distal cuff of the ETC should remain inflated until tracheal intubation is confirmed to prevent aspiration should regurgitation occur. The technique of exchanging an alternative airway with a definitive airway without interruption of ventilation is unique and is of special value in patients with severe pulmonary dysfunction.

**ETC limitations and contraindications**

The ETC has specific limitations (Table 2) and contraindications (Table 3) that should be understood before using it. Particular contraindications include use of the ETC SA 37F in patients fewer than 4 ft tall, elective use of the ETC in patients with known esophageal pathology or who have ingested caustic substances, and use of the ETC with an intact gag reflex or a clenched jaw. Patients with an intact gag reflex or a clenched jaw cannot be intubated with the ETC unless they first receive intravenous sedation or a neuromuscular blocking agent. The ETC is not beneficial in cases of glottic or subglottic obstruction. It is effective only for alleviating supraglottic airway obstructions. Resolving a

---

*Figure 4. Replacement of Combitube with fiberoptic-guided endotracheal intubation*

### Table 2. Limitations of the esophageal-tracheal Combitube (ETC)

- ETC is only effective in alleviating a supraglottic airway obstruction. Esophageally placed ETC cannot alleviate glottic (eg, laryngeal spasm, massive edema, tumor, abscess) or subglottic airway obstructions.  
- Sharp teeth can damage cuffs.  
- Cannot be used in a patient with a clenched jaw.  
- No pediatric size is available.  
- Difficult to insert ETC in patients with rigid cervical collars in place.  
- 37F SA limited for use in patients >4 ft (120 cm) tall and <6 ft (183 cm) tall.  
- 41F ETC limited for use in patients >6 ft (183 cm) tall.  

SA = small adult

### Table 3. Contraindications to the use of the esophageal-tracheal Combitube (ETC)

- Should not be used in glottic or subglottic obstruction. Obstruction of this type requires an endotracheal tube, transtracheal jet ventilation, or a surgical airway.  
- Should not be used in cases of upper airway obstruction secondary to foreign body aspiration, severe glottic edema, or epiglottitis.  
- Should not be used electively after ingestion of caustic substances or in patients with known esophageal disease (eg, hiatal hernia, esophageal varices, esophagitis).  
- ETC is not for use in patients with an intact gag reflex, irrespective of the level of consciousness.  

### Table 4. Reported complications associated with use of the esophageal tracheal Combitube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Type of report/no. of patients</th>
<th>Complication (no. of occurrences)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rumball and MacDonald, 30 1997</td>
<td>Prehospital prospective study/88</td>
<td>Bleeding from oral pharynx and supraglottic area (2); no instance of gastric or esophageal rupture or significant injury to the upper airway observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanigawa and Shigematsu, 32 1998</td>
<td>Prehospital retrospective study/1,594</td>
<td>Aspiration (1); oropharyngeal bleeding (4); hypopharyngeal bleeding (2); vocal cord injury (1); esophageal perforation (1); bleeding from esophageal diverticulum (1); subcutaneous emphysema (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lefrançois and Dufour, 39 2002</td>
<td>Prehospital prospective study/831</td>
<td>Aspiration (1); inadequate ventilation (25); subcutaneous emphysema (18); pneumonia (5); bronchitis (4); no esophageal lesions or injury reported (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, 45 1998</td>
<td>Case report/1</td>
<td>Piriform sinus perforation with subcutaneous emphysema (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green and Beger, 60 1994</td>
<td>Case report/2</td>
<td>Malposition of the ETC in 2 patients; ETC placed esophageally per manufacturer’s instructions. No ventilation possible via either port; ETC pulled back 2-3 cm with subsequent successful ventilation via blue esophageal port No. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein et al, 58 1997</td>
<td>Case report/8</td>
<td>Elective use in a patient with preexisting esophageal disease resulting in a case of esophageal perforation with subcutaneous emphysema (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vézina et al, 59 1998</td>
<td>Prehospital retrospective study/1,139</td>
<td>Proximal and distal cuffs overinflated: subcutaneous emphysema (8); autopsies performed (4): esophageal laceration (2); multiple superficial esophageal lacerations (1); no lesion found (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
glottic or subglottic obstruction requires placement of
an airway device below the obstruction with an ETT,
tristracheal jet ventilation, or a surgical airway.

**Reported ETC complications**

Although infrequent, complications with the ETC have been reported (Table 4). ETC malfunction is evident when ventilation is not possible through either port. The cause of this is deep esophageal insertion of the ETC (Figure 5A). Deep insertion causes partial obstruction of the pharyngeal perforations (ventilating eyes) or glottic occlusion by the proximal oropharyngeal cuff. This infrequent problem is resolved by withdrawing the ETC 2 to 3 cm in small incremental movements until the lungs can be ventilated through the blue pharyngeal port No. 1 (see Figure 5B). Tanigawa and Shigematsu found that even though some level of limitations, disadvantages, or complications were apparent with all the airway devices they reviewed, the ETC had comparatively fewer limitations, disadvantages, and complications overall.

The few reports of soft tissue perforation associated with use of the ETC merit discussion (see Table 4). Piriform sinus perforation and subcutaneous emphysema secondary to difficult blind ETC insertion following cannot ventilate—cannot intubate in a case of cardiac arrest from angioedema and tongue swelling was reported. In this situation, use of the ETC 37F SA may have been beneficial. The report does not document whether the ETC was inserted blind or with a laryngoscope. Insertion of the smaller ETC 37F SA in conjunction with a laryngoscope is easier and less traumatic to soft tissues and reduces intubation failures. The report that associated the elective use of the ETC with 1 case of iatrogenic esophageal perforation in a patient with a known hiatal hernia has been challenged. The patient was not well anesthetized, during which time 5 different airway tools were inserted. The elective use of the ETC in patients with known esophageal pathology is discouraged.

Two esophageal lacerations reported in the review of prehospital use of the ETC by Vézina et al revealed excessive overinflation with 20 to 40 mL of air used in the distal cuff. However, esophageal perforation did not influence the patient's outcome. In a follow-up cadaver study, Vézina et al studied esophageal and tracheal distortion observed with ETC insertion and concluded that distention resulting from inflation of the distal cuff could lead to esophageal injuries. However, improper use of the ETC by overfilling the cuffs reported in their original article is a more probable cause. Distal cuff inflation of 10 ± 1 mL is often adequate for distal sealing of the ETC. In the study by Tanigawa and Shigematsu, it could not be determined whether the ETC or the automatic CPR compression device or a combination of the two was the cause of 1 case of esophageal perforation and 1 case of subcutaneous emphysema (see Table 4).

It has been reported that the ETC 37F SA is easier to use than the ETC 41 F (due to its smaller size) and seems to be less traumatic to soft tissues. Therefore, the recommendation that the ETC SA be used in patients 4 to 6 ft tall (120-183 cm) along with application of the “Lipp maneuver” may further decrease the incidence of soft tissue injury.

Oczenski et al reported that blind insertion of the ETC caused an increased release of catecholamines with a pronounced stress response, and they recommended that precautions be taken when it is used in patients at
risk of hypertensive bleeding. However, the findings of recent studies stand in contrast with the findings of Oczenski et al and showed no statistical difference in hemodynamics between ETC and ETT.

**Conclusion**

An analysis of trauma victims revealed that more than 30% of deaths were related to airway or breathing dysfunction and to extracranial hemorrhage. Research has revealed that airway intubation potentially is capable of extending a trauma victim’s ability to tolerate circulatory arrest. Furthermore, prehospital tracheal intubation improves survival in patients with blunt injury and a field Glasgow Coma Scale score of 8 or less, especially in patients with severe head injury. Early intubation of trauma victims, along with early intravenous access in the field, is recommended for improving patient outcome.

The ETC is recommended by the American Heart Association as a class IIa device compared with bag-valve-mask ventilation (class IIb). Since 1992, the ETC has been included as an appropriate option to cannot ventilate–cannot intubate situations in the American Society of Anesthesiologists Difficult Airway Algorithm and the Guidelines of the American Heart Association for Advanced Cardiac Life Support. It also is recommended by the International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation in collaboration with the American Heart Association. In addition, it is recommended by the Advanced Life Support Working Group of the European Resuscitation Council. It can be stored easily on difficult airway carts and advanced cardiac life support carts, since it is available in a rigid tray, a roll-up kit (both kits containing all accessories), and as a single kit (containing the ETC only). However, even though it is recommended as an effective rescue airway, the ETC remains underused for ventilation during CPR.

The use of the ETC in combination with the self-inflating bulb and portable carbon dioxide detector, and ventilation bag offer a standard of airway control comparable to that afforded by tracheal intubation, albeit with the requirement for much less training. Successful rescue ventilation with the ETC has been reported when other rescue airways have failed. While direct laryngoscopy for tracheal intubation remains the preferred method of airway control, the ETC deserves strong consideration as a rescue airway and as a primary airway in certain clinical situations. In the esophageal (common) or tracheal (rare) position, the ETC provides excellent oxygenation and ventilation and application of high ventilation pressures and decreases risk of aspiration. It should be available for use by all healthcare personnel who provide emergency airway management. Use of the ETC for rescue ventilation and airway control in conjunction with other lifesaving measures potentially could improve survival for victims of trauma and nontraumatic cardiac arrest from the prehospital arena through care received at medical facilities. The increased use of the ETC in prehospital care increases the possibility of emergency patients arriving at the hospital with the ETC in place, which makes it all the more important that anesthesia providers be familiar with how it functions.
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